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From HOD’s Desk :
Dronacharya College of Engineering started its long journey towards
a distant horizon-with many promises to keep- and cruising along we
have reached a stage where we are on the verge to complete the first
decade, since the establishment of this Institute. The faith and
confidence of the parents and students has enabled us to diversify
and expand our operations with each passing year. This year we have
introduced the most modern branch-Bio Medical in our Institution.

The Department of Applied Sciences and Humanities is all poised to greet the 10th Batch
of the college and to set the pace for mould and shape the lives of our new entrants who
are on the threshold of beginning their technical education right upto interview. The
Department of Applied Sciences and Humanities provides an access to the basic but
diverse subjects, which serve as a foundation for the courses of higher semesters in
different streams.
The basic course material enriched with the good sense and essence distilled from the
Faculty's experience of years, together with a commitment to provide quality education,
helps in fostering an intellectually stimulating work environment. We aim at providing a
foundation to such engineers who have sky-high spirits and who in their arena present the
“brave new world”, blazing a trail of glory, who can vie with the rest of the world on
equal terms of competition. In a nutshell, the Department of Applied Sciences and
Humanities, with a pledge to serve the society better, is making rapid strides in lightening
up the path of students spearheading towards unprecedented progress. In this direction,
with a view to update the teaching methods, the Department has been provided with the
facilities of LCD projectors in the class rooms.
Head of the Department, (Dr. S. K. Gupta)
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Merits And Achievements:
The Quality Policy and Objective of College is to achieve 100% result and the Department of Applied Sciences and Humanities
has reached the target in almost all subjects. We are working tirelessly to bring in laurels to the College.
The Subject-wise result of the II Semester (June-2007) is given below:
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Photographs of some talented students who are taking award from our Hon'ble Chairman, Dr. Satish Yadav.
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Faculty Development Programme :
The faculty, the greatest asset of any teaching Institute, here is qualified, experienced, astute and keen on learning new skills
and imparting quality education. The faculty here further seeks to raise its profile-with several faculty members in the
Department pursuing their research work in Ph.D. The Management also sees to this that we have well-versed academic staff.
Keeping in tread with that we have four new appointments in our Department this Semester for Mathematics Dr. Rohtash
Bhardwaj, Economics- Prof. (Dr.) K.G. Sharma, Bio-Technology- Dr. Sheetal Yadav and English- Mrs. Swati Tyagi.
To reinforce its focus on innovation and growth we organize seminars for faculty members in summer working days under the
Faculty Development Programme (FDP) in which each faculty member has to present a seminar. We conduct seminars on
in-house and out-house basis. The faculty members were enlightened on various day-to-day usage topics such as 'Easy
Calculation', 'Income Tax', 'Share Market' etc. In addition to that, to enhance the know-how of the faculty, a workshop was
conducted regarding aspects of 'Paper Setting' and 'Qualities of a Good Teacher and Techniques of Effective Teaching'.
The Department also organized 'English Speaking Programme' for the faculty members of the College to further hone their
presentation and communication skills.
The Department is also planning to conduct a National Level Seminar on “Lasers and Radiations”. To enhance the teaching
aids and improve on the education technology, the Department is planning a project under which complete modernization of
classrooms will be done under the MODROBS project. In this scheme teaching aids such as laptops, scanners, pen drives
etc. will be provided to the Faculty members.
The scheme aims at modernizing and removing obsolescence from the labs so as to enhance the functional efficiency of this
prestigious Technical Institution for Teaching, Training and Research purposes and support new innovations in class rooms/
Teaching Technology to ensure the practical work and project work carried out by students to be contemporary and suited to the
needs of Industry.
Our Department not only propels towards academic knowledge but also is directed to enhance the human aspect of the future
engineers. Education is not mere possession of knowledge, but being better individuals. Keeping in touch with the humanistic
approach, the Department appoints two faculty members as class counselors for each class and class representatives from the
students are selected for each tutorial group from amongst both boys and girls.

Student's Viewpoint About The Department :
Being a part of this esteemed and reputed college, I feel proud to see myself at a place where the
elements of knowledge, discipline and education merge to light up the lamp of success for the members
of this family. The discipline maintained here is worthy of appreciation and 'Guru Shishya' relation is
certainly not to be forgotten. The Faculty members give individual attention to the students, which is
unlike any other institution. Various occasions are celebrated according to our customs, tradition and
culture. I fallshort of words when it comes to describing the Dronacharya family. I would just say that
the glow of this institution in 'ineffable'.

Kumud Bhardwaj
(I.T., 10363)

As the rays of the sun fall on our faces, a splendid building attracts us to itself and this building is none
other than our college 'Dronacharya College of Engineering'. Here education is a happy learning
process, along with academics, the college aims at all round development of the personality of its
students. Every moment is the moment of creation and each moment of creation has infinite
possibilities. This becomes clear to us at this college. With what I have heard, seen and observed so far
I can say that every challengemet by our institution as a whole is turned into victory, which adds a
feather to our cap.
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Lush green gardens, auditorium, canteen, laboratories, library, energetic and creative students, competitive staff and
relishing activities mark the heritage of Dronacharya College of Engineering with all these facilities. We must put our
mind, body and soul in order to take our college to greater heights. All of us should put our efforts for excellent results and
make our college the best college ever.
Anamika Sengupta
(ECE-I-A, 10145)

Dronacharya College of Engineering has accepted education as a highway to achieve its long
cherished goals. It is one of the best Technical Institutes in the state of Haryana and has the evergrowing prestige of being the best provider of facilities. The college has steadily grown marching on the
path of progress from an initial intake of 120 students in the session 1998-99 to 420 in the session 200708. Now, the question arises what is the need to open the college? It is the kaleidoscopically growing
demand for competent engineers and technocrats for equitably executing a plethora of projects in
private, public and Govt. sectors across the country, the continents and the Globe, which spurred the
Management to start this college way back in 1998.
The college has a widespread beautiful campus with sprawling lush green lawns in the midst of sylvan surroundings. It does
not merely teach quality, productivity and efficiency but also provide an environment with an exemplary campus eulogized for
quality culture, productivity-linked operation systems and admirable administration to serve the larger interest of the student
community.
Suchita
(ECE-II, 10247)

Diksha Samaroh :

The Initiation or the 'Diksha' of the 10th Batch of the Department
was on 27th August 2007. The Department organized an
Orientation Programme on the second working day of the
commencement of the Semester, wherein their respective class
counselors took the First Year students for a round of the college
campus to familiarize them with the different Departments, their
H.O.Ds and Labs and Library etc.
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To celebrate the Initiation or Diksha Samaroh 2007 and welcoming of
students of its 10th Batch a function was organized by the family of
Dronacharya College of Engineering on the evening of 7th September
2007. The Department of Applied Sciences and Humanities played a
key-role in the arrangements of the festival, from primary role
(providing dress material, back stage activity and discipline) to on
stage-activities (Prize Distribution and Stage Handling). The Festival
started with the welcoming of the junior students by the seniors with
'tilak' and flower buds.

Senior students worked hard for all the preparations of the festival.
They helped and guided the students for preparation of the
“Freshers' Competition”. It was a collective effort of the staff,
senior students and the new students. Mr. Abhishek and Miss
Sakshi were selected as Mr. Dronacharya and Miss
Dronacharya after a tough competition of stage performance
including Fashion Show, Talent Round and Question-Answer Session.
Our Hon'ble Chairman, Dr. Satish Yadav, graced the occasion as the
Chief Guest of the evening and appreciated the efforts made by the
Departments and the students. Towards the end a sumptuous dinner
was arranged for all the students, staff and the guests.
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